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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be an arbitrary group and R an associative ring. A G-grading on
R is a decomposition of R as an additive group into the direct sum of
subgroups R R such that R R  R for any g, hG. ThegG g g h g h
grading is called finite if the number of elements gG such that R  0g
is finite. The subgroup R is called the homogeneous component of degreeg
g. The elements in R are called homogeneous of degree g. If e is theg
identity element of G then R is said to be the identity component. Thee
grading is called triial if R  0 for any e gG. An additive subgroupg
Ž .A of R is called graded if A A R . The support of a gradedgG g
ring is defined as
Supp R gG  R  0 . 4g
Similarly, one can define the support Supp A of any graded additive
subgroup A in R.
Graded rings were studied intensively both previously and now. A
special place in the theory of graded rings is occupied by the problem of
describing all possible gradings on simple rings. For example, one of the
well-known and actively used results in Lie Theory is the description of
	 
-gradings on finite-dimensional complex Lie algebras K . In the paper
	 
S1 it was shown that all finite -gradings on a simple associative algebra
	 
can be obtained from the Pierce decomposition of this algebra. In E the
author classifies all gradings of the CayleyDickson algebra. Finite -grad-
ings of infinite-dimensional simple Lie algebras have been classified in
	 
S2 . Note that in the case of rings or infinite-dimensional algebras the
finiteness conditions for the gradings play an exceptional role. In some
Ž 	 
.cases see, for instance, H the most attention is payed to gradings by
	 
torsion-free groups. In a recent paper D the gradings on full matrix
algebras were studied. In particular, all gradings by a torsion-free group
were described. In the same paper the authors classify the gradings on a
matrix algebra over a field by a cyclic group.
	 
In the previous paper ZS all finite gradings on simple Artinian rings by
a torsion-free group have been classified. In Section 2 of the present paper
we give a complete description of all types of finite gradings on a
semisimple Artinian ring if the graded group is torsion free.
Another important problem of the graded ring theory is the classifica-
tion of all simple objects. Recall that a G-graded ring R R isgG g
Ž . 2called graded simple or G-graded simple if R  0 and it has no nontriv-
ial graded ideals. In Section 3 we prove that any G-graded simple ring with
Ža finite G-grading is simple provided that G is an ordered group see
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.Theorem 3 . We also classify all finite-dimensional graded simple algebras
Ž .with a torsion-free grading Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 .
In the next three sections we deal with finite-dimensional graded alge-
bras over an algebraically closed field F. In Section 4 we give a description
Ž .of all possible G-gradings on M F for an arbitrary abelian group Gn
Ž .Theorems 5 and 6 . Applying this result, we classify all G-graded simple
Žfinite-dimensional algebras over F if char F 0 see Theorem 7 in Section
. 	 
5 . We also characterize G-graded simple algebras of the form B F G ,
where B is a simple algebra with a trivial G-grading.
In the final section we study graded division algebras. Recall that a
G-graded algebra R R is called a graded diision algebra if anygG g
nonzero homogeneous element from R is invertible. In Theorem 8 we
describe all finite-dimensional graded division algebras provided that the
base field F is algebraically closed, char F 0, and the group G is
abelian.
2. FINITE TORSION-FREE GRADINGS ON SEMISIMPLE
ARTINIAN RINGS
We start with the definition of gradings of a special type. First, let G be
Ž .an arbitrary group and RM F the n n matrix ring over a field F.n
We consider the nth direct power GnG G of the group G and
Ž . nshow that with any element x g , . . . , g G one can associate a1 n
grading on the matrix ring.
First we define a grading on the subring generated by the matrix units
Ž . nE , 1 i, j n. Fix x g , . . . , g G and leti j 1 n
E  R  g g1 g . 1Ž .i j g i j
1 1 1 Ž .Since E E  0 for k j, and g g g g  g g , the condition 1 ini j k l i j j r i r
fact defines a grading on R. If in addition we require that all scalar
matrices belong to the component R where e is the identity element of Ge
Ž Ž .this condition holds automatically if we consider M F not as a gradedn
.ring but as a graded F-algebra , that is,
F R , 2Ž .e
Ž .then we get a finite G-grading on M F . This grading will be trivial if andn
only if g    g .1 n
Ž .DEFINITION 1. A grading on the matrix ring M F is called elementaryn
Ž . Ž . Ž . nif it satisfies Conditions 1 , 2 for some set g , . . . , g G .1 n
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Ž .It is well-known that a simple left Artinian ring is isomorphic to the
Ž .matrix ring M D over some division ring D. For such a ring one cann
Ž .obtain a grading from Condition 1 if we require in addition that
D R . 3Ž .e
Ž .DEFINITION 2. A grading on a simple Artinian ring M D is calledn
Ž . Ž . Ž . nelementary if it satisfies Conditions 1 , 3 for some set g , . . . , g G .1 n
Note that all matrix units are homogeneous with respect to any elemen-
tary grading and the grading is uniquely defined by h , . . . , h G such1 n1
that E  R , . . . , E  R .12 h n1, n h1 n1
Recall that a map  : A A  B B is called a homo-gG g gG g
Ž .morphism isomorphism of graded rings if  is an ordinary ring homomor-
Ž . Ž .phism isomorphism and  A  B , gG.g g
	 
The main result of the paper ZS which we will use here is
THEOREM 1. Let R R be an Artinian simple ring with a finitegG g
G-grading. If G is a torsion-free group then R as a graded ring is isomorphic
Ž .to a matrix ring M D with an elementary G-grading.n
In order to describe all gradings on a semisimple Artinian ring R it is
sufficient to show that any simple summand of R is graded.
THEOREM 2. Let R R be a semisimple Artinian ring with agG g
finite G-grading by a torsion-free group G. Then any simple summand of R is
graded.
Proof. Denote by A R the identity component of R with respect toe
	 
the G-grading. By Lemma 3 from ZS A is Artinian semisimple and
contains the identity element E of R. Let A A   A be the1 n
decomposition to the sum of simple ideals. Then E e  e where1 n
e is the identity element of A , i 1, . . . , n, andi i
R e Re . 4Ž . i j
i , j
Obviously, any R  e Re is a subring of R. It is known that if R isi i i
semisimple Artinian then e Re is also semisimple for any idempotent e .i i i
Ž .On the other hand, any summand e Re in 4 is a subspace which isi j
G-graded in R since e , e  R . In particular, R is a G-graded semisim-i j e i
Ž . Ž . 	 
ple Artinian ring, R  R with R  A . In ZS there isi gG i g i e i
Lemma 4, which says that if a simple Artinian ring is graded by a
torsion-free group and the identity component of the grading is simple
Ž .then the grading is trivial. In our case this means that R  R  A ,i i e i
which is a simple ring.
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Now we consider a decomposition of R into the direct sum of all of its
simple ideals, R B   B . If e  e  e with e  B ,1 m i i1 im i j j
j 1, . . . , m, then e , . . . , e are orthogonal idempotents and e Re can-i1 im i i
not be simple if at least two of e , . . . , e are nonzero. It follows that ei1 im i
belongs to one of the components B , . . . , B . On the other hand, E e1 m 1
 e . Hence the identity element E of the simple ring B is the sumn j j
of some of e , . . . , e . From this it follows that all E , . . . , E are homoge-1 n 1 m
neous and belong to the identity component R . In this case all B  E REe j j j
are G-graded, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
3. GRADED SIMPLE ARTINIAN RINGS
Ž 	 
.We start with an easy remark cf. CR .
LEMMA 1. Let R R be a graded ring with a finite G-grading. IfgG g
 H Supp R does not contains the identity element e of G and H n, then
Rn1 0.
Proof. Consider arbitrary homogeneous elements x  R , . . . , x1 g n11
 R . If all h  g , h  g g , . . . , h  g g  g are distinctg 1 1 2 1 2 n1 1 2 n1n 1
then at least one h does not belong to H. It follows that x  x  R i 1 i h i
0. If the chain h , h , . . . , h contains at most n distinct elements, then1 2 n1
h  h for some 1 i j n 1. In this case g  g  e and xi j i1 j i1
 x  R  0 since eH Supp R.j e
We have verified the equality x  x  0 for any homogeneous1 n1
n1x , . . . , x , hence R  0.1 n1
A wide class of torsion-free groups is comprised by all ordered groups.
One of the main results of this section is the following.
THEOREM 3. Let R R be a graded ring with a finite G-grading,gG g
where G is an ordered group. If R is graded simple then R is simple.
Proof. Let R be graded simple. Then any homogeneous x 0 gener-
Ž .ates R as a two-sided ideal. Assume I is a proper nongraded ideal in R.
Take a minimal natural n such that I contains a nonzero x x  x ,1 n
which is the sum of n homogeneous elements x  R , . . . , x  R .1 g n g1 n
Then n 1.
We set N Supp R. Then eN by Lemma 1 since R is not nilpotent.
Since G is an ordered group, we can decompose N into the disjoint union
 4NN  e N where N is the subset of all gN with g e and  
N consists of all hN with h e. Then R  R and R   g N g 
 R are nilpotent subalgebras by Lemma 1. From the nilpotency ofg N g
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ŽR it follows that there exists a nonzero y y  y  I n is the 1 n
.same as above such that y , . . . , y are G-homogeneous and R y yR1 n  
 0. Since R is a graded subalgebra of R, the same condition holds for
any y , i 1, . . . , n,i
R y  y R  0. 5Ž . i i 
Now consider an arbitrary homogeneous component y and seti
T  y  R y  y R  R y R ; P  T  R T  T R  R T R ,i i e i i e e i e i i  i i   i 
where e is the identity element of G and R is the identity component ofe
Ž . 2the G-grading. Since R T  T R  0 by 5 and R  R , we have that i i   
P is an ideal of R. This ideal is graded, hence P  R for any i 1, . . . , n.i i
Ž .In particular, y  P and y  P recall that n 2 . But y  R ,1 2 2 1 1 g1
y  R with g  g . It follows that2 g 1 22
y  ay  y b cy d , 6Ž .1 2 2 2
y  ay  y b cy d, 7Ž .2 1 1 1
for some a, a, b, b R . Also, one of c, d should belong to R and one 
Ž . Ž .of c, d to R . If we substitute 7 into 6 we get an expression of the
type
y  u u y  y    w y w 8Ž .1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
with u , u ,  ,   R . As before, one of w , w belongs to R and the1 2 1 2  1 2 
Ž .other to R . Taking into account the nilpotency of R we have that 8e 
implies y  0. In fact, y is an arbitrary homogeneous component of y,1 1
hence y    y  y 0. This contradiction completes the proof of1 n
the theorem.
If a graded ring is Artinian we can drop the condition that G is an
ordered group and obtain a description of graded simple rings. For the
next theorem we need the following result.
LEMMA 2. Let R R be an Artinian ring with the identitygG g
element E graded by a torsion-free group G with the identity element e. If R is
graded simple, the grading is finite and R is a simple subring then R R .e e
	 
Proof. By Lemma 3 from ZS R is Artinian and E R , hencee e
Ž .R M D where D is a division ring. In particular, R contains ae n e
subring S generated by the matrix units E , 1 i, j n, and E Ei j 11
	 
 E  S. By Lemma 3.11 from S R SC where C is the central-nn
izer of S in R. Since S R , C is a graded subring in R, C C ,e gG g
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and C consists of scalar matrices. In particular, every nonzero element ine
C is invertible.e
First we show that C 1 C  0. Indeed, if a C 1 , b C then both ag g g g
	 
and b are nilpotent by Lemma 2 from ZS . Hence, ab cannot be invertible
and ab 0.
From the condition C 1 C  0 it follows that B C is ag g e gG g
graded ideal of C. Now let us prove that B is nilpotent. Denote by m the
number of nonzero homogeneous components C and check that B m1g
0. Let b  C , . . . , b  C with g , . . . , g  e. If all products1 g m1 g 1 m11 m1
g , g g , . . . , g g  g belong to Supp C and all of them are not equal1 1 2 1 2 m1
to e then g  g  g  g for some 1 i km 1. In this case1 i 1 k
g  g  e, g  g  g1, and b  b  C 1 C  0. Simi-i1 k i1 k1 k i1 k g g
larly, b  b  0 if g  g  e. If g  g  Supp C then also b  b1 i 1 i 1 i 1 i
 0.
Since B is a graded ideal of C and B m1 0, it follows that SB is a
graded nilpotent ideal of R. Hence, B 0. This means that C C  Re e
and R SC R .e
THEOREM 4. Let R R be an Artinian ring graded by a torsion-gG g
free group G. If R is graded simple and the grading is finite then R is
Ž .isomorphic as a G-graded ring to a matrix ring M D oer some diision ringn
D with an elementary grading.
Proof. First we prove that R is an Artinian simple subring in R. Thise
	 
is Artinian by Lemma 3 from ZS . Now assume that I is a nilpotent ideal
in R , I m  0, and denote by J a two-sided ideal in R generated by I.e
Since I R , J is G-graded.e
m n  Now we prove that J  0 where n Supp R . It is sufficient to prove
that any product
d a x a x  a x1 1 2 2 m n m n
is equal to zero where a  R , i 1, . . . , mn. As in Lemma 2, wei g i
consider the products u  g , u  g g , . . . , u  g g  g . If at1 1 2 1 2 m n 1 2 m n
least one of u does not belong to Supp R then, obviously, d 0. If alli
u , . . . , u belong to Supp R then there exist i    i such that1 m n 1 m
u    u . We seti i1 m
b  a x a  a , k 1, . . . , m 1.k i 1 i 1 i 2 ik k k k1
Then b , . . . , b  R and1 m1 e
d a x  x b x b  b x a  x  RI mR 0.1 1 i 1 i 2 m1 i i 1 m n1 2 m m
Since J is graded and nilpotent, it follows that J 0, since R is graded
simple. In particular, I 0 and R is an Artinian semisimple subring in R.e
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Let R  AŽ1.  AŽk . be a decomposition of R into the sum ofe e
simple components. Denote by E the identity element of AŽ i., i 1, . . . , k,i
and prove that E RE is an Artinian G-graded simple ring. Obviously,i i
E RE is G-graded. Now consider an arbitrary left ideal I in E RE andi i i i
generate by I the left R-ideal J RI. Since E is the identity element ofi
E RE , one hasi i
J E RE  E JE  E RIE  E RE IE  E RE I I.i i i i i i i i i i i
In other words, J E RE  I. A similar equality holds for the two-sidedi i
ideals. It follows that E RE is a left Artinian and graded simple ring withi i
Ž . Ž i.identity element E . Obviously, E RE  A and by Lemma 2 thei i i e
grading on E RE is trivial. In particular, E R E  0 for any g e.i i i g i
Now suppose that J is the Jacobson radical of R and J 0. If J is
G-graded then R is not graded simple, a contradiction. Assume J is not
graded. Denote by I the span of all homogeneous components of all
elements from J. Obviously, I is a graded ideal of R, hence I R. It
follows that there exists x J such that x E Ý x where x  R .1 g e g g g
In this case E  E xE is a nonzero homogeneous element from J and1 1 1
J R since any homogeneous element generates R as a two-sided ideal.
But this implies the nilpotency of R. This contradiction proves that J 0
and that R is semisimple. Now we apply Theorem 2 and the proof is
complete.
In particular, if R is a finite-dimensional algebra over a field F then any
grading of R is finite and we can classify graded simple algebras, provided
that G is torsion free.
COROLLARY 1. Let R R be a finite-dimensional algebra oer agG g
field F graded by a torsion-free group G. Then R is graded simple if and only if
Ž .it is isomorphic to M D with an elementary G-grading where D is an
finite-dimensional diision algebra oer F.
4. ABELIAN GRADINGS ON MATRIX ALGEBRAS
In this section we describe all gradings on finite-dimensional simple
algebras over an algebraically closed field F. In the previous section we
introduced the elementary grading and proved that any grading on a
matrix algebra is elementary if the graded group is torsion free. If G is a
Ž .finite group then the matrix algebra M F admits a lot of elementaryn
G-gradings. But in this case one can construct gradings of different types,
as will be shown below.
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In the final part of our paper we consider only abelian gradings and we
start this section with a definition of some nonelementary grading.
Ž .Let RM F be a matrix algebra over an algebraically closed field Fn
² : ² :of characteristic zero and G a  b the direct product of twon n
cyclic groups of order n. Assume that F contains a primitive nth root  of
1. We set
0 1 0  0n1 0  0 0 0 1  0n20   0X  , Y  .a b
 0 0 0 0  1 00 0  1 1 0 0  0
Then
X Y X1  Y , X n Y n E, 9Ž .a b a b a b
and all X iY j, 1 i, j n, are linearly independent. Clearly, the elementsa b
X iY j, i, j 1, . . . , n, form a basis of R and all products of these basica b
Ž .elements are uniquely defined by 9 .
Now for any gG, g aib j, we denote by R a one-dimensionalg
subspace
² i j:R  X Y . 10Ž .g a b
Ž . Ž .Then from 9 it follows that R R is a G-grading on M F .gG g n
Ž . Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3. The grading on M F given by 9 , 10 is called ann
-grading.
Remark. It is not difficult to see that for different primitive roots of 1,
 , and , the matrix algebra M with -grading is not isomorphic to Mn n
with -grading; that is, there exists no isomorphism  : M M suchn n
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .that  X   X  ,  X   X  . But one can extend the no-a a b b
tion of the graded isomorphism and say that A A is isomorphicgG g
to B B as a graded algebra if there exist a group isomorphism  :h H h
Ž .GH and an algebra isomorphism  : A B such that  A  B .g  Ž g .
In this sense the -grading and the -grading are isomorphic.
All homogeneous components of the grading defined above are one-di-
mensional. Hence it cannot be elementary because the identity component
of any elementary grading has dimension of at least n.
Another way for finding new gradings is the tensor multiplication. Let G
be an abelian group and S, T two subgroups in G. If A A ,s S s
B B are some S- and T-gradings on A and B, respectively, thentT t
C A B is a G-graded algebra with C  A B and Supp C ST.g stg s t
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In particular, one can equip C A B with a G S T-grading if A is
S-graded and B is T-graded. Moreover, if dim A  1, dim B  1 for anys t
s Supp A, t Supp B, then dim C  1 for any g Supp C.g
Now we can show how to construct any grading on a matrix algebra with
one-dimensional components.
Ž .THEOREM 5. Let F be an algebraically closed field and M F  Rn
 R a grading on a matrix algebra oer F by an abelian group G suchgG g
that dim R  1 for any gG. Then H Supp R is a subgroup of G,g
HH  H , H     , i 1, . . . , k, and R is isomorphic to1 k i n ni i
Ž . Ž . Ž .M F  M F as an H-graded algebra, where M F is an H -gradedn n n i1 k i
algebra with some  -grading.i
Proof. First we note that R consists of all scalar matrices where e ise
the identity element of G. Suppose now that gH Supp R and 0 x
 R . If x is degenerate then any matrix axb is also degenerate and theg
two-sided ideal RxR has zero intersection with R , a contradiction. Hence,e
any homogeneous nonzero element in R is invertible and R R  0 forg h
any g, h Supp R. It follows that R  0 and H Supp R is a finiteg h
subset of G closed under the multiplication. Therefore, H is a subgroup in
G of order n2.
   Now let H S T , S p, T q where p and q are coprime. We
set A R , B R . Take arbitrary homogeneous nonzeros S s tT t
x A, y B. Since any homogeneous component is one-dimensional, one
has xyx1   y and  p 1 since x p is a scalar matrix. Similarly, yx1 y1
  x1 with q 1. It follows that xyx1 y1  E since p and q are
coprime, so that A and B commute in R. On the other hand, A B
² :E and R AB. Hence, R A B as an H-graded algebra where A
and B are simple algebras graded by S and T , respectively, with one-di-
mensional homogeneous components.
We reduce our proof to the case where n pm, with p a prime.
Consider a decomposition HH  H of H into the direct prod-1 k
  m iuct of cyclic groups, H p , m   m . First assume that m mi 1 k 1 2
and choose some nonzero x R where g is a generator of H . Clearly, xg 1
Ž . j q Ž . jjcommutes with all R  R . Therefore x also commutes with Rg g g
for q pm11 . On the other hand, if y R , hH  H , thenh 2 k
xyx1 y1  E where q 1 since hq e in G. Then we have x q yxq  y.
In other words, x q commutes with all R , hH, that is, x q is a scalarh
matrix. But x q R q and g q e. This contradiction means that m mg 1 2
  m for some i 2 and that we have at least two factors ini
H H  H of maximal order n  pm1. Applying the same argu-1 2 k 1
ments, we see that x R does not commute with some y R whereg h
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² :H  g and h generates some of H , . . . , H , say, H . Moreover,1 2 i 2
xyx1 y1  E 11Ž .
where  is a primitive n th root of 1 in F.1
We set A R . Then A is a subalgebra of R of dimensiong H H g1 22 i j Ž . Ž .n with the basis x y , i, j 1, . . . , n . Comparing 9 and 11 we see that1 1
Ž .A is isomorphic as an H H -graded algebra to M F , with -grading.1 2 n1
Now we consider the centralizer C of A in R. Since G is an abelian
group, C is a graded subalgebra in R, C C . We will use a knowngG g
result from ring theory. The proof of this statement for rings R and A can
	 
 	 
be found in S, Lemma 3.11 or J, Chap. 4, Sect. 4 . The same arguments
can be applied also in the case of algebras.
LEMMA 3. Let R be an algebra oer F with the identity element E and A a
Ž .subalgebra of R isomorphic to M F . If E , i, j 1, . . . , n, are the matrixn i j
Ž .units from A and E E  E then R AC A CM C ,11 nn n
where C is the centralizer of A in R.
It follows from Lemma 3 that R AC A C. Besides, C is a simple
 4algebra, dim C  1, and T S e where T Supp C, S Supp A.g
Hence, Supp RH S T and R as an S T-graded algebra is iso-
morphic to the tensor product of an S-graded simple algebra A times
another T-graded simple algebra C.
Since dim C dim R we complete our proof by induction over the
dimension of a simple algebra.
We call a G-grading R R ‘‘fine’’ if dim R  1 for any gG.gG g g
Ž .The previous theorem gives us all ‘‘fine’’ gradings on M F . In fact, anyn
Ž .abelian grading on M F can be constructed from the ‘‘fine’’ and elemen-n
tary gradings in the following way.
Ž .THEOREM 6. Let G be an abelian group and M F  R R an gG g
matrix algebra oer an algebraically closed field F with a G-grading. Then
there exist a decomposition n tq, a subgroup HG, and a tuple
Ž . q Ž . Ž . Ž .g , . . . , g G such that M F is isomorphic to M F M F as a1 q n t q
Ž .G-graded algebra where M F is an H-graded algebra with a ‘‘ fine’’ H-grad-t
Ž . Ž .ing and M F has an elementary grading defined by g , . . . , g .q 1 q
	 
Proof. We set A R . Then by Lemma 3 from ZS A is semisimplee
and contains the identity element E of R. Let A AŽ1.  AŽk . be
the decomposition of A into the sum of simple summands. If e is thei
identity element of AŽ i. then RŽ i. e Re is a graded simple subalgebra ofi i
R with RŽ i. AŽ i.. By Lemma 3, RŽ i. AŽ i.C Ž i. AŽ i. C Ž i. where C Ž i. ise
the centralizer of AŽ i. in RŽ i., C Ž i. is simple and G-graded, and C Ž i. C Ž i.e
 AŽ i. is a one-dimensional linear space. We need the following remark.
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Ž .LEMMA 4. Let CM F be a k k matrix algebra oer a field F with ak
G-grading C C . If dim C  1 then this G-grading is ‘‘ fine’’ andgG g e
any nonzero homogeneous element in C is inertible.
Ž	Proof. As before, the identity matrix of C belongs to C ZS, Lemmae

.3 , hence C is the set of scalar matrices. Let x C be nonzero ande g
Ž .det x 0. Then det axb  0 for any homogeneous a, b C. In particu-
lar, if axb C then axb 0. It follows that x generates a proper ideal ine
C, a contradiction. Hence, any homogeneous 0 x C is invertible andg
x1  C 1 , i.e., C 1  0. Now, if 0 a C 1 and 0 x, y C theng g g g
Ž .a 	 x 
 y  0 for some 0 	 , 
 F since C is of dimension one.e
Therefore x and y are proportional and dim C  1.g
As our next step, we prove that all C Ž1., . . . , C Žk . are isomorphic as
G-graded algebras. First we note that the dimension of any graded nontriv-
Ž . Ž i. Ž i.ial left right C -submodule M in E is at least dim C since for any
homogeneous uM the elements x u, 0 x  C , are linearly inde-g g g
pendent for distinct g. Indeed, if x u 0 for some gG then x u 0g h
for any hG since x is invertible by Lemma 4 and Supp C is a subgroupg
in G by Theorem 5. On the other hand, x u belong to distinct homoge-g
neous components for distinct gG.
Ž i. Ž i. Ž .All C are simple and F is algebraically closed, hence C M F forqi
some integer q . Now consider two subalgebras C Ž i. and C Ž j.. The subspacei
M e Re is a C Ž i.C Ž j.-bimodule and C Ž i.MC Ž j. 0 since e  C Ž i., e i j i j
C Ž j.. We set H  Supp C Ž i. and H  Supp C Ž j. and prove that H H .i j i j
i Ž i. ŽIf e , 	 1, . . . , dim A , are minimal idempotents i.e., the diagonal		
. Ž i. i imatrix units in A then e Ý e and the rank of any e , as thei 	 		 		
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.'matrix rank in R, is equal to q  dim C since R  A  C .i
Similarly, rank e j  q if e Ý e j . Now

 j j 
 


 4 i jQ e  1 s k , s i , j  e  1 	 q  e  1 
 q 4  4s 		 i 

 j
is a system of orthogonal idempotents in R. The sum of all elements from
Ž . Ž .Q is equal to E. It follows that dim aRb rank a rank b for any
a, bQ. In particular,
dim ei Re j  q q		 

 i j
for any 1 	 q , 1 
 q . Obviously, any T  ei Re j is a gradedi j 	
 		 


C Ž i.C Ž j.-bimodule. Besides, C Ž i.T C Ž j.  0 for some 	 , 
 since	

C Ž i.MC Ž j. 0 and MÝ T .	 , 
 	

Now, if X is a nonzero homogeneous element from T , X R , and	
 g
T C Ž i.XC Ž j. 0, then dim T q q . On the other hand, dim T q2, q2,i j i j
as was mentioned above. It follows that q  q andi j
T C Ž i.X XC Ž j. . 12Ž .
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In particular, Supp T gH  gH . Hence H H . On the other hand, fori j i j
any homogeneous a C Ž i. there exists b C Ž j. such thath
aX Xb. 13Ž .
Ž . Ž j.As follows from 12 , this b is homogeneous, b C , and is uniquelyh
Ž .defined. It is easy to check that the relation 13 defines an isomorphism
 : C Ž i. C Ž j. of G-graded algebras.
We have proved that H   H and all C Ž1., . . . , C Žk . are isomor-1 k
phic as H -graded algebras. Denote by  , i 2, . . . , k, these isomor-1 i
phisms  : C Ž1. C Ž i. and consider a subalgebra C in R of the typei
C x  x   x  x C Ž1. .Ž . Ž . 42 k
Then C is a simple graded subalgebra of R and E C. As before, by
Lemma 3 R CB C B where B is the centralizer of C in R, B is
simple and G-graded, and B  A AŽ1.  AŽk ..e
To complete the proof of the theorem it is sufficient to verify that B is
an algebra with an elementary grading. We set BŽ i. e Be and consideri i
an arbitrary b B. Then e be commutes with C if and only if it com-i i
Ž Ž1.. Ž i. Ž i.mutes with  C  C . On the other hand, if y R commutes withi
C Ž i. then y e ye and y B. It follows that BŽ i. coincides with thei i
centralizer of C Ž i. in RŽ i., which is equal to AŽ i. by the Double Centralized
Ž 	 
.Theorem see J, Chap. 5, Section 11, Theorem 19 , and we get an equality
BŽ i. AŽ i..
We have obtained that e Be   e Be is the identity component of1 1 k k
B with respect to our G-grading, e  e  E, and e , . . . , e are the1 k 1 k
Ž .orthogonal idempotents. Since B is a matrix algebra M F , all its matrixq
units E , i 1, . . . , q, belong to e Be   e Be , that is, to thei i 1 1 k k
	 
identity component. Now by Lemma 1 from ZS the grading on B is
elementary and the proof of the theorem is complete.
5. GRADED SIMPLE ALGEBRAS WITH ABELIAN
GRADING
In this section we consider finite-dimensional algebras over an alge-
braically closed field F of characteristic zero. Applying the results of the
previous sections we classify all graded simple algebras.
First recall the duality between the gradings and the automorphism
Ž 	 
.actions on algebras see, for example, M . Let R be an algebra graded by
² :an abelian group G. If G is a finite cyclic group, G g thenn
R R  R   R n 1 ,e g g
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Ž . kŽ .and a linear transformation  : R R such that  x   x for any
x R k where  is a primitive nth root of 1 is an automorphism of R ofg
ˆorder n. The group G generated by  is isomorphic to G and any subspace
ˆŽ .A R is G-graded if and only if G A  A.
For any G-graded algebra R R and for any normal subgroupgG g
N in G one can construct a GN-grading on R by setting R  Rt g t g
for any coset t xN. Hence, if G is the direct product GH  H1 k
of finite cyclic groups then any factor H is the homomorphic image of Gi
and we can induce an H -grading on R starting from the G-grading for anyi
ˆi 1, . . . , k. Considering all these gradings we can construct a subgroup G
acting on R by automorphisms such that a subspace A is G-graded if and
ˆ ˆŽ .only if G A  A. In fact, G is the group of all irreducible characters on
Ž .G and a   g a for any homogeneous a  R .g g g g
² :If G is an infinite cyclic group, G g , then one can also define some
automorphism on R R in a similar way. Namely, if we fix somegG g
element  of infinite order from multiplicative group F* then  : R R,
Ž . nn a   a , a  R , is also an automorphism on R. Besides, allg g g g
eigenvalues of  on R form a torsion-free cyclic subgroup in F*. In this
ˆcase the action of the group G generated by  and its action on R depend
on the choice of . In any case, for any finitely generated abelian group G
ˆwe can construct a subgroup GAut R such that all graded subspaces
ˆare invariant under the action of G, and the converse. In particular, any
characteristic ideal of R is G-graded and we immediately get the follow-
ing.
LEMMA 5. Let R be a finite-dimensional F-algebra, F an alge-gG
braically closed field of characteristic zero, graded by an abelian group G. If R
is graded simple then R is semisimple and all its simple summands are
isomorphic.
Proof. Obviously, H Supp R is finite and generates in G a finitely
generated subgroup T. Hence, by the previous remark the Jacobson
Ž . Ž .radical J R of R is G-graded. Therefore J R  0. Now, if B is a
Ž .minimal nongraded ideal in R then
C  BŽ .Ý
ˆT
is a graded ideal in R and C B   B with B  B for any1 n i
i 1, . . . , n. Since R is graded simple, we get R C B   B , and1 n
the proof is complete.
Clearly, we can restrict ourselves, for convenience, solely to the case
where G is generated by Supp R. Then G is the direct product of a finite
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abelian group T and a free abelian group S of a finite rank, G T S.
First we note that the problem of describing all graded simple algebras can
be reduced to the case of a finite group.
PROPOSITION 1. Let R R be a finite-dimensional algebra gradedgG g
 by an abelian group G T S, T  , S torsion free. If R is G-graded
simple then R is also graded simple in the induced TGS-grading.
Proof. By Lemma 5, R B   B where B , . . . , B are isomor-1 n 1 n
ˆphic simple algebras. We construct GAut R as at the beginning of this
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsection. Then G T S and any automorphism  S is a semisimple
linear transformation of R. Besides, if  1 is an eigenvalue of  then
m  1 for any m 0.
We recall that a subspace A R is TGS-graded if and only if
ˆŽ .T A  A. Now assume that R is not T-graded simple. Then it has some
proper ideal, say, I B   B , k n, invariant under the action of1 k
Tˆ. By Theorem 2 all summands B , . . . , B are SGT-graded, hence,1 n
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .S B  B , i 1, . . . , n. It follows that S I  I and G I  I. In otheri i
words, I is a graded nontrivial ideal in R, a contradiction.
Now we describe all G-graded simple algebras for the finite abelian
group G. Recall that in this case a G-graded algebra R R is agG g
ˆ ˆ	 
left module over the group ring F G of the group G of all irreducible
ˆcharacters on G and any G acts on R by an automorphism. Recall
also that any G-graded algebra R R has a canonical GH-grad-gG g
ing where H is a subgroup of G and R  R for any cosett g t g
t aGGH.
THEOREM 7. Let G be a finite abelian group and R R agG g
finite-dimensional G-graded algebra oer an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero. If R is a G-graded simple then
Ž .1 R is semisimple with isomorphic simple components;
Ž .2 there exists a subgroup HG and a simple ideal B R such that B
is GH-graded;
ˆŽ . 	 
3 as a G-graded algebra, R is isomorphic to the left F G -module
ˆ	 
A F G  B with the multiplicationF 	 

0 if 1 
 b  c  14Ž . Ž . Ž .½  b c if   with  ,Ž .
ˆ ˆ Ž .where  is a subgroup of G of all automorphisms G such that  B  B;
 Ž . 4moreoer, H gG   g  1 for all  .
Ž . Ž .Note that any algebra R satisfying 1  3 is graded simple, as will be
shown in the proof.
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Proof. By Lemma 5 R is semisimple and all its simple components are
isomorphic. Fix one of the simple summands B and denote by  a
ˆ Ž .subgroup in G of all  : R R with  B  B. Using this B and  we
construct A.
First we should check that A is a G-graded algebra. Let us verify that
Ž .the multiplication given by 14 on A is well-defined.
Let 	 , 
. Then 	 b  	b and 
 c  
c. If
1 Ž .Ž .1  then 
 	  and
	 b 
 c  0,  	b  
c  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 1If   then 
 	 	 
 and
	 b 
 c  	 b 	1
c   	 b 	1
 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
  	b 
 c .Ž . Ž .Ž .
On the other hand,
 	b  
c   	b  
cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
  	b 
 c .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Both products have the same value, and the multiplication is well
defined. We will not dwell on proving that A is associative since later we
will construct an isomorphism A R.
ˆLet us verify now that A is G-graded, i.e., G acts on A by automor-
ˆ 1Ž .phisms. If G then   b   b by definition. If  
Ž .Ž .1then    and
  b  c   0  0;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
  b   c   b  c  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
If   then   and
  b  c    b c   b c ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž
  b   c   b  c   b c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Now we define f : A R in the following way: f  b  b.
ˆIf  , . . . ,  is a transversal for  in G then, as a vector space, A is1 k
Ž . Ž .equal to  B    B , hence dim A k  dim B. On the other1 k
hand, all  B, . . . ,  B are distinct simple two-sided ideals in R since1 k
1 ˆŽ . Ž .  . Moreover,  B    B is a G-invariant ideal ini j 1 k
R. Therefore
R  B    B 15Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k
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since R is G-graded simple. Hence dim R k  dim B dim A and f is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .bijective linear map. Let us check now that f u  f u f  for basic
elements u,   A. If u  b,    c, and   then   ,i
Ž . Ž .  , , , i j. In this case f u  f 0  0 andj
f u f     b   c   b  c  0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j i j
Ž .since b, c B and 15 is the direct product of two-sided ideals. If
  then   ,   , andi i
f  b  c  f  b cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
  b c     b c ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i
f  b f  c  b c    b    cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .i i
    b c .Ž .Ž .Ž .i
Finally, we should check that f is an isomorphism of G-graded algebras.
This follows from the relation
f   b  f  b   b  b   f  b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .
We have proved that A and R are isomorphic as G-graded algebras.
Now we denote by H a subset
H gG   g  1 . 4Ž .
Obviously, H is a subgroup in G since any  is a homomorphism G F*.
By the definition of a GH-grading any graded subspace has the form
R  Rt g t g
Ž .where t aH is a coset of H and u R if and only if u  aH ut  ˆŽ . Ž .for any  GH . But for any  GH there exists G such that
Ž . Ž . a   aH and    1, that is, . Moreover, if u R thenH t
Ž . Ž .u  a u since  h  1 for hH. In other words, we have a
Ž .canonical isomorphism  GH compatible with G- and GH-actions
on R. This means that any -invariant subspace in R is GH-graded. In
particular, B is GH-graded, and the proof of Theorem 7 is complete.
The structure of graded simple algebras in the previous theorem looks
nicer if G is a split extension of H.
COROLLARY 2. Let R R be a finite-dimensional graded simplegG g
algebra and G, H be as in Theorem 7. If G TH for some subgroup T
	 
then R B F H as a G-graded algebra where B is a simple algebra with
	 
T-grading and F H is a group algebra of H with the canonical H-grading.
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ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆProof. Since G TH for G TH and a subgroup G from
Theorem 7 can be defined as
ˆ G   h  1hH ,Ž . 4
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
we have  T and F   F T . Hence F G  F H  F T and F G
ˆ ˆ	 
 	 
 B is isomorphic to F H  B as an F G -module. Then fromˆF 	T 
 F
Theorem 7 it follows that R as a GH T-graded algebra is isomorphic
to a tensor product of an H-graded algebra C and a T-graded algebra B,
ˆ ˆ	 
 	 
R C B, where C F H is the regular left F H -module with the
multiplication given by
0, i j ˆ   ,  ,  H .i j i j½  , i ji
To complete the proof of the corollary it is sufficient to show that C is
	 
isomorphic to F H as an H-graded algebra.
If HH H  H with the cyclic factors H , H , . . . , H gen-1 2 k 1 2 k
erated by h , h , . . . , h , respectively, and  is the primitive n th root of 11 2 k j j
ˆ where n  H , then H is generated by irreducible characters  , . . . , j j 1 k
Ž .such that  h    with Kroneker’s  . In this case the requiredi j i j j i j
	 
isomorphism f : C F H can be given by
1
s s 2 s 2 Žn 1. s Žn 1.i if   e  h   h   h .Ž . Ž .i i i i i i in' i
A direct calculation shows that f is an isomorphism of algebras and that it
ˆ	 
commutes with the action of F H . Hence, f is an isomorphism of
H-graded algebras.
Remark. The subgroup HG in the previous theorem can also be
defined as a minimal subgroup of G such that some minimal two-sided
Ž .nongraded ideal of R is GH-graded.
This remark gives us some characterization of the simplest G-graded
	 
algebras, that is, the algebras of the type B F G where B is a simple
algebra with the trivial G-grading.
COROLLARY 3. Let F be an algebraically closed field, char F 0, G a
finite abelian group, and R R a finite-dimensional G-graded simplegG g
	 
algebra oer F. Then R B F G for some simple algebra B with the
triial G-grading if and only if for any minimal ideal D R and for any
nonzero dD one has dÝ d with 0 d  R for all gG. IngG g g g
this case BD.
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Proof. First let D be a minimal ideal of R and let any nonzero element
from D have nonzero projections to all R , gG Supp R. Since for ag
subgroup HG a homogeneous component of R with respect to the
GH-grading is the sum of all R with g running through some fixedg
coset of H, we conclude that D is not GH-graded if HG. Now it
remains to apply the previous remark and Corollary 2 with HG and
 4 1 .
	 
On the other hand, any nongraded minimal ideal in R B F G has
	 
the form B E where E is a minimal idempotent in F G , which is equal
to
1
n1 n1e  g  g 16Ž .Ž .'n
² :   nif G g , G n,  F*,   1, or the product E  E if G is the1 k
	 
product of k cyclic groups, GH  H , with E  F H of the1 k i i
Ž .type 16 . Clearly, any b E 0 has nonzero projection on all R .g
Another characterization may be given in the following form.
COROLLARY 4. Let F be an algebraically closed field, char F 0, G a
finite abelian group, and R R a finite-dimensional G-graded simplegG g
	 
algebra oer F. Then R B F G for some simple algebra B with the
triial G-grading if and only if any minimal nongraded ideal of R is isomor-
phic to the identity component R .e
	 
Proof. If RD F G with D simple then R D eD and anye
2 	 
minimal ideal has the form B E with E  E 0 in F G .
Now we assume that R belongs to a different type. By Theorem 7 R has
a minimal ideal B such that
1. R is the direct sum R BŽ1.  BŽk . where BŽ1. B and any
BŽ i.  B is isomorphic to B, i 1, . . . , k;i
ˆ ˆ Ž . 42.  G :  B  B is a nontrivial subgroup in G;
3. B is GH-graded where HG.
Denote by B the identity component of B with respect to the GH-0
grading, i.e., all fixed points in B under the action of , and by BŽ i.0
 B the corresponding subalgebras in BŽ i., i 1, . . . , k. Then BŽ i.i 0 0
Ž Ž i.. Ž1. Žk .B and R  B   B . Note that B is a proper subalgebra ine 0 0 0
ˆB since  is a nontrivial subgroup of G. It follows that any subalgebra of
Ž1. Žk .B   B cannot be isomorphic to B.0 0
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6. GRADED DIVISION ALGEBRAS
In this section we describe all graded division algebras of finite dimen-
sion with an abelian grading. We start with a remark about graded division
algebras over a field of an arbitrary characteristic and without any restric-
tions on a group G.
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra oer an
algebraically closed field F graded by a group G, R R . Then R is agG g
graded diision algebra if and only if N Supp R is a subgroup of G and
dim R  1 for any gN.g
Proof. First let R be a graded division algebra and N Supp R. Then
R R  0 for any g, hN since the product of two invertible elementsg h
cannot be zero. Hence, R  0 and ghN. Obviously, N is finite,g h
therefore it is a subgroup of G.
Consider the identity component R . Clearly, R is an ordinary divisione e
algebra over F. Since F is algebraically closed, R  F.e
Now let x, y R be two nonzero elements. As was proven above, N isg
Ž1a subgroup and we can find 0 a R . Then ax, ay R and a 	 xg e
.
 y  0 for some nonzero 	 , 
 F. It follows that 	 x 
 y 0 and
dim R  1.g
Now let N be a subgroup and dim R  1 for all gN. Since R isg
semisimple, it contains the identity element E which belongs to R bye
	 
Lemma 3 from ZS . Therefore R consists of scalars. Let us show thate
R R 1  0 for any gN.g g
Assume g, g1 N and R R 1  0. As in the proof of Theorem 3, weg g
denote by J a two-sided ideal generated by R in R and consider its nthg
  npower for n N . Any element from J is a linear combination of the
products
a x a x  a x a 17Ž .0 1 1 2 n1 n n
with a  R , i 0, . . . , n, and x , . . . , x  R . We set u  h , u i h 1 n g 0 0 1i
u gh , . . . , u  u gh . Then either u N for some 0 i n or u 0 1 n n1 n i i
  Ž .u in G for 0 i j n since n N . If u N then the element 17 isj i
zero since its factor a x  x a is zero. If u  u then gh  gh0 1 i1 i1 i j i1 j
 e, h  gh  g1, therefore a x  x a  R 1 and x a i1 j i1 i1 j j g i i1
x a  R R 1  0.j j g g
It follows that J n 0, i.e., J is a nilpotent nontrivial ideal of R, a
contradiction. Hence R R 1 cannot be zero. But dim R  dim R 1  1g g g g
and R consists of scalars. Hence, any nonzero element x R is invert-e g
ible and the proof of the proposition is complete.
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THEOREM 8. Let R R be a finite-dimensional G-graded alge-gG g
bra oer an algebraically closed field F, char F 0, where G is a finite abelian
group and Supp R generates G. Then R is a graded diision algebra if and
only if the following conditions hold:
Ž .1 G Supp R;
Ž .2 R is semisimple with isomorphic simple components;
Ž .3 there exist a subgroup HG and a simple ideal B R such that B
is GH-graded and is a GH-graded diision algebra;
ˆŽ . 	 
4 R as a G-graded algebra is isomorphic to the left F G -module
ˆ	 
A F G  B with the multiplicationF 	 

0 if 1 
 b  c  18Ž . Ž . Ž .½  b c if   with  ,Ž .
ˆ ˆ Ž .where  is a subgroup of G of all automorphisms G such that  B  B;
 Ž . 4moreoer, H gG   g  1 .
If R is simple then it is a graded diision algebra if and only if R is a matrix
algebra with a ‘‘ fine’’ grading.
Proof. First note that our statement for a simple algebra R immedi-
Ž . Ž .ately follows from Proposition 2. Now let the conditions 1  4 hold. Then
R as a nongraded algebra is equal to
B  B    B ,Ž . Ž .1 k
ˆ 4 Žwhere B is a simple ideal of R, e,  , . . . ,  is a coset of  in G see1 k
.Theorem 7 , and B is a GH-graded division algebra. Since  , . . . ,  are1 k
Ž . Ž .automorphisms of R, all  B , . . . ,  B are GH-graded division alge-1 k
Ž Ž .. Ž .bras and   B   B for all i 1, . . . , k.i i
Ž .If b 0 is a homogeneous element from R then  b   b for any
ˆG with  F*. In particular, if  and b b  b  b0 1 k
Ž . Ž .with b   B , 0 i k we denote   1 for convenience , then alli i 0
b , b , . . . , b are eigenvectors for any . In other words, they are0 1 k
Ž .homogeneous in GH-grading. On the other hand,  b  	 b, since b isi i
Ž .homogeneous, hence  b  	 b and all b , b , . . . , b should bei 0 i i 0 1 k
Ž .nonzero. By the first part of our proof  B is a GH-graded divisioni
Žalgebra, hence all b , b , . . . , b are invertible. In this case c  c0 1 k 0 1
.Ž . 1 Ž . c b  b  b  E if c  b in  B . It follows that allk 0 1 k i i i
homogeneous nonzero elements are invertible and R is a graded division
algebra.
Now let R be a graded division algebra. Then, clearly, R is G-graded
simple and we can apply Theorem 7. In order to prove that B is a
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ˆ 4GH-graded division algebra we consider a coset e,  , . . . ,  for  in G1 k
Ž . Ž .as in the previous part of the proof. Then R B  B    B .1 k
Suppose that 0 b B is a GH-homogeneous and noninvertible ele-
ment in B. Since b is an eigenvector for any , a subspace spanned by
ˆŽ . Ž .b,  b , . . . ,  b is invariant under G-action, that is, is G-graded.1 k
Therefore any G-homogeneous component of b is a linear combination of
Ž . Ž .b,  b , . . . ,  b and at least one of these components has the form1 k
c 	 b 	  b  	  b 19Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 k k
Ž . Ž .with 	  0. But all b,  b , . . . ,  b belong to distinct simple sum-0 1 k
mands of R and c is invertible only if b is invertible. This proves that B is
Ž .a GH-graded division algebra. Finally, 1 follows from Proposition 2, and
the proof of the theorem is complete.
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